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WASHINGTON, D.C. — CDC Director Rochelle Walensky spoke at a press
briefing Monday in which she acknowledged an apparent link between those who
believe in high-level government shadow conspiracies and not having
myocarditis. According to the CDC's findings, "total nutjobs" appear to be
immune to the little-known heart condition, leaving experts puzzled.

"When the pandemic first hit we knew absolutely everything about the virus and
immediately imposed common sense health guidelines that were not completely
made up," said Walensky. "However, these new findings seem to suggest that not
taking everything government authorities say as gospel truth may save your life."

"Strange," she muttered to herself.

According to sources, health experts have been unable to determine why such a
correlation between conspiracy theory and low myocarditis rates exist. Early
speculation that it's because "whackos" who believe in bigfoot are the same ones
not taking experimental vaccines was dismissed because that would suggest there
was something wrong with the vaccines and the government would never lie
about them being safe and effective.

Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert, has blasted the
CDC's report, suggesting that it was itself a government conspiracy.

"Let's look at the facts," said Dr. Fauci. "Conspiracy theorists think the moon
landing was faked and that JFK was shot by a turtle in a hamster suit. Therefore,
the vaccines are safe and effective. They literally annihilate the virus within your
body and keep it from spreading to anyone."

At publishing time, Dr. Anthony Fauci was diagnosed with COVID-19 again and
decided to retire.
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But he gets rich, ain’t that a b—ch.
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Hesitation my ass. I never got one
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Hesitation my ass. I never got one

Yeah.. well you probably put yourself on a list for a late night/early morning visit 
from the Feds now.
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Yeah.. well you probably put yourse...

My Alamo. Behind the walls.
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I asked the detective if I was on the list… No? She spent 10 days telling my wife to 
PUT me on a shrink list
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Guys on the wall are the sons of the bikers who got me out of a jam in Inkster.
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Plus, the cops know where I live, the church knows, the building inspectors stay 
away. I have a 360 degree height and view advantage. For bird watching. What 
color is a male FBI bird anyway
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Darn it . Back to basics. If it flies towards you it’s a commie FBI, If it walks towards 
you it’s a commie FBI. If it stands still it’s a stupid commie FBI. You know, Jarhead 
em.
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Careful, someone put a ladder in the bushes.  Breach.
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Good eye
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This would be funny if it weren't so true!
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By not capitalizing "bigfoot", are you insinuating he doesn't really exist?
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You did mean a turtle in a Shark suit, right?
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Walensky became head of the CDC after Biden became President.  The person before 
her started all this crap.  Truth is truth.
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The comments generated are boring and always the same.
2

Like Reply

historymann49
@historymann49 · 1mo  · &

Why is a satire site publishing stories that are actually true?
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2
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MarketableMan
@marketableman · 1mo  · &

Because they did not take the death jab.
1
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TheoNerd97
@theonerd97 · 1mo  · &
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2
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TheoNerd97
@theonerd97 · 1mo  · &

Can we get a fact-check here, Snopes?
2

Like Reply

TheoNerd97
@theonerd97 · 1mo  · &

This wouldn't be the first time I got fooled by the Bee!
1

Like Reply

ZibbyZee
@zibbyzee · 1mo  · &

I hate to say I told them so… but…
2

Like Reply

8tonbuffalo
@8tonbuffalo · 1mo  · &

Where is the satire?
4

Like Reply

FrasierNutzov
@frasiernutzov · 1mo  · &

I need more data on this research.

What were the controls for cannabis intake, meat-eating, Koolaid consumption, and 
unnatural sex acts?

1
Like Reply

dizaved
@dizaved · 1mo  · &

Websters really needs to update their definitions. If YOU decide to take the vaccine then 
it is suicide. If someone else forces you to take the vaccine then it is euthanasia.

1
Like Reply

Beer
@beer · 1mo  · &

That was no turtle in a hamster suit. That WAS a turtle! Prove me wrong.
1

Like Reply

PLankheim
@plankheim · 1mo  · & · Edited

This article raises a point that is so obvious, I didn't see it.

Is there any statistic or collection of data about current incidents of myocarditis in 
patients who have NOT and NEVER received an mRNA vaxx?

If not, why not?
1

Like Reply

tkirkcon
@tkirkcon · 1mo  · &

Good one 

😂

1
Like Reply

persival
@persival · 1mo  · &

I have not the words... This has made my day.
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